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On 20 September 1942, the Bahini
decided to hoist the national flag at the
local police

station. In the morning, a
band of young freedom
fighters took out a
procession, shouting,
‘Vande Mataram,’ and
‘Mahatma Gandhi Ki Jai’.
The group was led by
Kanaklata and they made
their way to the police
station. The procession
was soon stopped by the police. Ignoring them,
Kanaklata walked on. “One more step, and I’ll
shoot,” warned a police official. Kanaklata
responded by shouting, “Vande Mataram.” Her
comrades joined her in chanting the freedom

mantra, “Karo ya maro (Do or die)”. The police
shot at Kanaklata. Even as she fell, Kanaklata

held the national flag high. As
Kanaklata’s grip weakened, the
national flag slid from her
hand. Mukunda Kakati rushed
forward and took the flag from
her. He stepped towards the
police station. The police fired
at Mukunda. As Mukunda fell,
a group of young freedom
fighters took the flag to the top
of the building and hoisted the

national flag. Even as Kanaklata and Mukunda
Kakati closed their eyes, never to open them
again, they smiled watching the Tricolour flying
high. India’s golden moment had arrived.
Freedom was not far off.

!   ,  ,   .  .   :
zindagi@ntnews.com

A Daring plan
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Read the following sentences :

1.  DIMPU is a clever girl.

2. DIMPU is cleverer than Reshma.

3. DIMPU is the cleverest of all girls

in the class.

Explanation:

In the first sentence the adjective–

‘clever’denotes the general

Quality of the subject. So this

adjective is said to be in the

“Positive Degree”.

In the second sentence the adjective

‘cleverer’ denotes the comparison

between two subjects.So this

adjective is said to be in the 

“Comparative Degree”

In the third sentence the adjective

‘cleverest’ denotes the highest

quality of all (more than two

persons or things). So this

adjective is said to be in the

“Superlative Degree”.

Note :

1. Positive degree of an adjective

denotes more quality of the

subject of what we speak about.

2. Comparative degree of an

adjective denotes the comparison

between two persons or things. It

is generally followed by “Than”.

3. Superlative degree of an adjective

denotes the highest quality of the

subject. It is generally preceded

by the definite article “THE”.

There are two ways of forming

the comparative and superlative

degrees.

1.  By adding ‘er’, ‘est’ to the positive

degree:

a) Young–younger-youngest 

b) Small–smaller–smallest

2.  By adding‘more’,‘most’

a) Beautiful–more beautiful–most

beautiful 

b)  Foolish–more foolish–most foolish.

SIMPLE, COMPLEX,  

COMPOUND SENTENCES

Clause and Phrase:

A clause is a group of words which

has a subject and apredicate of its

own, makes complete sense. 

Eg : The dog ran up when I whistled.

Clause is of 2 kinds:

1. Main Clause

2. Sub-ordinate Clause

Main clause makes the main state

ment and can stand indepen-

dently. 

Eg: Anand has a large house.

Sub-ordinate clause cannot stand

alone, it is dependent for its

meaning on the main clause. 

Eg: 

1. Anand has a house which is very large.

2. If  you work hard, you will get a rank

S.C. M.C.

Phrase: A phrase is a group of words

which do not contain a finite verb

Eg: They are ready to leave.

Sentence is divided into three parts

1. “Simple Sentence” has one Main

Clause (one finite verb) 

Eg: Being tired, My father took rest.

2. “Complex Sentence” has one Main

clause and one or more sub-

ordinate clauses. 

Eg:As my father was tired, he took rest.

3.  “Compound Sentence” has two or

more main clauses and can have

the sub-ordinate clause or not. 

Eg: My father was tired so he took

rest.

I Completer the following

sentences using the approp-

riate form of the adjectives

10 x 1 = 10

1 She is ________ than her sister

a) pretty b) prettier

c) prettiest d) more prettier

2 Sita is a ___________ girl.

a) nice b) nicer

c) nicest d) nicely

3 Pravallika is the _____ girl in

the class.

a) intelligent 

b) more intelligent

c) most intelligent

4 John speaks

English__________

a) well b) better

c) best d) good

5 Russia is the _________

country in the world

a) big b) bigger

c) biggest d) smaller

6 China is a _________ country.

a) Big b) bigger       c) biggest

7 India is _______ than Srilanka.

a) big b) bigger

c) biggest d) smaller

8 This is the _______ book I have

ever read.

a) interesting

b) more interesting

c) most interesting

9 I am ________ than you

a) smart b) smarter

c) smartest d)shortest

10 Take the_____ of the two routes

a) short b) shorter

c) shortest

KEY

1) Prettier 2) nice 3) most  intelligent

4) well 5) biggest

6) big 7) bigger

8) most interesting

9) smarter 10) shorter

II Degrees of comparison exercise.

10x1=10

Complete the following sentences

using the correct degree of the

adjectives given in the bracket.

1 My brothers hand writing is

________( bad) mine

2 Health is ____ (important) wealth

3 Blood is _________ water (Thick)

4 Everest is________ peak in the

world (high)

5 This is_________ play I have

ever heard on the radio

(interesting)

6 Ramani is__________ of ale the

four sisters (beautiful)

7 The planet mars is___________

from the earth than the satellite

moon (far)

8 The elephant is ____________

animal in the world (large)

9 An ocean is certainly______ a

sea (big)

10 I am ___________in cricket than

in foot ball interested

Key :

1) Worse than

2) more important than   

3) Thicker than   

4) The highest peak  

5) the most interesting

6) The most beautiful

7) the largest 8) larger

9) bigger than 

10) more interested

DEGREESOFCOMPARISION

SIMPLE, COMPLEX,COMPOUND SENTENCES

Inter change of Degrees of comparison:

Model No.I (Positive Type)

S.D : Sub+verb+the+S.D.adj.+noun

Rose is the most beautiful flower.

C.D :  Sub+verb+C.D>adj.+than+any other+noun

Rose is more beautiful than any other flower.

P.D : No other+noun+verb+so+P.D.adj+as+subject.

No other flower is so beautiful as Rose.

Model No.II (Positive type)

S.D:Sub+verb+one of the+S.D.adj.+plural noun

Dhinishshni is one of the best students in the class.

C.D: Sub+verb+C.D.adj.+than+many other/ most other + plural noun

Dhinishshni is better than many other girls in the class.

P.D:Veryfew+pluralnoun+pluralverb+as+P.D.adj+as+sub.

Very few girls in the class are as good as Dhinishshni.

Model No. III (Negative Type)

S.D: Sub+verb+not+the+S.D.adj+Noun

Mississippi is not the longest river.

C.D : Sub+Verb+not+C.D.adj+than+some other+pluralnoun.

Mississippi is not longer than some other rivers.

P.D.: Someother+ pluralnoun+ pluralverb+ as+ P.D. adj + as+ subject

Some other rivers are as long as Mississippi.

Model No. IV (Negative Type)

S.D: No S.D.

C.D: Sub+Verb+C.D.adj+than+Noun.

The pen is mightier than the Sword.

P.D: Noun+is+not+so+P.D.obj+as+sub.

Thes word is not so mighty as the pen.

Model No V: 

S.D: NoS.D.

C.D: Sub+Verb+ not+C.D.adj+than+Noun

This shirt is not better than that.

P.D: Noun+Verb+(atleast)as+P.D.adj+as+sub.

That shirt is (atleast) as good as this.

Change the degrees of comparison without changing

the meaning.

1. Very few kings were as great as Asoka.

2. Frederic was more civilized than Hitler.

3. Voltaire was the greatest man of his age.

4. A deer runs faster than a horse.

5. Very few cities in India are as big as Hyderabad.

6. No other problems is as bad as the drinking water problem.

7. This is the most crowded locality in the town.

8. China is poorer than any other country.

9. Bin Laden is cleverer than many other extremists in

the world.

10. Iron is the most useful metal.

11. Very few countries are as rich as America.

12. Mount Everest is higher than any other peak in the

world.

13. She is not taller than I.

14. Charita is not the fastest girl in the class.

15. Bombay is not so large as Calcutta.

16. Kumble bowls better than Sachin.

17. A foolish friend is not so good as a wise enemy.

18. Chennai is hotter than Mumbai.

19. That room is as big as this.

20. I like you better than him.

Study the following table:

SIMPLE COMPLEX COMPOUND

1. On, at, by,

after+verb+ing...

Having+ pastparticiple

Present participle +.....

Soonafter+(verb+ing)

when, after, before

hardly.....before

as...soon..as

no sooner.....than

scarcely......when

And

And at once

And immediately

2. Incase of+ being+V3 If And then/or

3. Incase of not

unless

therefore

4. Inspite of +being+V3 Though, Although,Eventhough But,Yet

5. In the eventof.....

In the event of....not

------------- otherwise

and then only

6. too..........to-infinitive so........that.......Not very........and therefore

very......and so

7. Being…..Owing to……

Because of………

Due to…….

On account of……….

As Since Because So

And so

Therefore

And therefore

And hence

8. Besides+ being+V3 As well as not only–but also

9. On Seeing When/As And so
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The following table column will help you 

to convert simple into complex into compound (Vice versa)


